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Abstract

The study of char morphology, produced during combustion of pulverised coal,

may be used to evaluate the effect of coal on the performance of the burner.

Particle reactivity is the response to temperature and oxygen concentration and

depends on particle size and other variations during the combustion. In this

paper, we automatically characterised chars from the combustion of pulverised

coal using machine vision. We have followed two different approaches to de-

scribe the chars: (i) its morphology and (ii) its intensity distribution provided

by texture features. We realised that each of the binary layers obtained after

bit-plane slicing a char image returned different representations that highlighted

either rough or fine details. Hence we combined this finding with the two previ-

ous characterisation approaches. Thus, in this paper, we described char images

using both morphology and texture computed on some specific bit-plane slices,

and later on, we automatically classify each particle based on its description as

having high, medium or low reactivity. To validate experimentally the proposed

method we used char images from coals of three Colombian regions: Valle, An-

tioquia and Cundinamarca. We determined the reactivity of a coal sample by
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calculating the percentage of particles assigned to each of the three previous

reactivity groups. The method that we are proposing obtains similar precision

to the obtained by the manual analysis of char morphology following the In-

ternational Committee for Coal and Organic Petrology criteria, but with the

advantages of analysing the particles reactivity automatically.

Keywords: Char morphology, coal combustion, coal reactivity, image

processing, machine vision

1. Introduction

The pulverised coal combustion is a technology extensively used to generate

electricity. Char particles with distinctive morphologies are produced during

the first stage of the combustion process or devolatilisation. Char morphology

depends on coal composition —e.g. coal type and coal rank— and is affected5

by the combustion parameters —e.g. residence time and temperature [1, 2].

The knowledge of the specific char morphology may be used to determine coal

reactivity and combustion performance in power plants. In fact, coals generating

char particles with high porosity and thinner walls are more reactive and desired

for combustion. Moreover, the optimal selection of boiler parameters increases10

combustion efficiency and reduces the release of CO2, ash and other residues to

the environment [3, 4].

Char morphology has been widely studied by the Combustion Working

Group in Commission III of the International Committee for Coal and Or-

ganic Petrology (ICCP) which published a classification contemplating nine char15

types [5, 6], it is registered in Table 1. We considered the first eight char types,

in order of appearance on the table, to summarise them into three groups of char

morphologies based on porosity, wall thickness and shape of particles. Porosity

to represent the chemical reaction of oxygen with the internal surface of the par-

ticle, wall thickness to represent the extent of this surface, and shape to describe20

the degree to which oxygen diffusion through the pores restricts the reaction. As

a result, three groups of char morphologies are: (i) High reactive characterised
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by thin-walled, high porosity and sizeable superficial area —i.e. TS, TN, CS,

CN char types; (ii) Medium reactive identified by pore-dense mixture with pore

or dense part predominance —i.e. MP and MD char types; and (iii) Low reactive25

described by thick-walled, low porosity and small superficial area —i.e. I and

S char types. The mineroid char type identification requires quantification of

mineral matter which employs several techniques such as Rietveld-based X-ray

powder diffractometry, computer-controlled scanning electron microscopy and

fluorescence microscopy analysis. These processes were considered out of the30

scope of this research as they increase cost and study time.

Commonly, char characterisation is manually done using an electronic micro-

scope to analyse a char-block —i.e. mix of resin and chars from a coal sample [1].

Wu et al. [7] recommended the analysis of 500 char particles to guarantee repro-

ducibility of results. Following this recommendation, at least 500 char particles35

are looked on the surface of a char block through a microscope and classified

according to the morphological characteristics defined by the ICCP’s classifica-

tion [8, 5, 6]. Frequencies of each char type are used to define the reactivity of

char samples. The char type with the highest rate is adopted as an estimation

of the coal reactivity. Naturally, this process may be subjective, error-prone40

and requires a significant amount of time when carried out manually [3].

Nowadays, image processing is becoming an alternative way to automate

manual analysis by creating accurate and low-cost tools. Some systems rely-

ing on machine vision for coal characterisation comprise classifying coal quality

into three fixed categories —best, good and poor— based on texture and colour45

features [9], predicted coal ash content [10], or estimated particle size and its

distribution on fine coal [11], among others. Similarly, the analysis and classi-

fication of char particles can be carried out automatically by applying machine

vision techniques on: (i) digital images taken from a char-block using a mi-

croscope [12, 13, 7, 14, 15] and (ii) high-speed videos of char particles during50

combustion [16, 17, 18].

Char digital images are processed to identify particles and to calculate fea-

tures which describe them automatically. This set of features is used to build
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a classification model and automatically assign the analysed particles to a char

type —i.e. ICCP char types— or a char group —i.e. high, medium and low55

reactive. In [12, 13, 7, 14, 19] morphological features such as porosity, unfused

material, wall thickness and sphericity are used to classify particles into char

types following the ICCP criteria. In [19] besides morphological characteristics,

local features are used to represent two groups of char morphology particles: (i)

high reactive —i.e. TS, CS, TN, CN char types— and (ii) low reactive —i.e.60

MD, MP, S, I char types. Features obtained from a set of manually annotated

char images are utilised to build a char classifier employing Support Vector Ma-

chine (SVM) and Random Forest algorithms. Naturally, the advantage of such

automatic approaches to classify chars over the ICCP manual characterisation

is the ability to analyse larger and varied coal samples. This asset is desirable as65

coal samples with different compositions from the ones used to build the ICCP

characterisation may not fit into it. For instance, the ICCP characterisation

does not produce accurate results on Colombian coals since the primary deci-

sion variable, unfused material, is scarcely seen in Colombian char samples due

to the low amount the inertinite material present in them [2, 20].70

High-speed video analysis is used to develop applications for detecting changes

in particle size and shape during coal combustion [16] and mix of coal and

biomass [17, 18]. They use a special arrange of cameras and combustion equip-

ment to track and record the changes in temperature, velocity, area and perime-

ter of the char particles during the combustion with the aim to understand better75

the particle behaviour in this process. Particles are identified in each frame us-

ing threshold values set manually. We focus on the analysis of char images taken

from a char-block using a camera attached to a microscope. These cross-section

images are intended to quantify morphological features such as porosity and

wall thickness that are commonly used to describe particles.80

In this paper, automatic char characterisations are built using both super-

vised learning algorithms —SVM and deep learning. Global features —porosity,

sphericity, and wall thickness— and local visual descriptors [21] —Local Binary

Pattern (LBP) [22], Complete Local Oriented Statistical Information Booster
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(CLOSIB) [23], Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) [24], Scale-Invariant85

Feature Transform (SIFT) [25]— are used to describe particles. Features are

obtained from char images and eight one-bit plane slices composing them [26].

Image slices emphasise relevant details that seek a better image representation

and improve char classification. This kind of image analysis was successfully

used in other problem domains such as natural image classification [27, 28] and90

face recognition [29]. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that

bit-plane slicing analysis is applied to char morphology characterisation. The

proposed char characterisation is validated by experiments using char images

obtained from coals of three Colombian regions: Valle, Antioquia and Cundina-

marca. Results show that our proposal accurately characterises particles using95

the considered char groups and, therefore, the reactivity of a given coal sample.

2. Materials and methods

We propose a system to characterise a coal sample based on char classifi-

cation which is five-fold, as shown in Fig. 1. Firstly, a set of 120 images are

obtained from a char-block using a microscope with an attached camera. Re-100

gions of the images that contain individual char particles are cropped from

the captured images. Secondly, cropped images are processed to remove the

background and to obtain eight bit-plane slice images. Thirdly, the content of

particle images and bit-plane slice images are represented either by measuring

morphological features, called global features, or calculating local texture and105

local shape, called local features. Global features correspond to eight morpho-

logical features chosen using the ICCP criteria —area, devolatilised material,

undevolatilised material, number of pores, porosity, sphericity, and wall thick-

ness. Local features —LBP, CLOSIB, HOG, SIFT— highlight visual patterns

which are relevant to distinguish among char groups. The extracted features are110

concatenated to obtain a final representation of a char image. Fourthly, feature

vectors are classified using a supervised learning algorithm. The classifier as-

signs each analysed char particle into one of the three char morphology groups
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—high, medium or low reactive. Fifthly, the percentage of particles per group

is computed to decide the final classification of a coal sample. The classification115

is based on 500 particles taking into account the findings of Wu et al. [7]. They

proved that this amount of particles ensure reproducibility for char classifica-

tion. The coal is characterised by the morphology of the group with the larger

number of particles as high, medium or low reactive.

In this work, SVM and deep learning classification algorithms are evaluated.120

It is important to clarify that both strategies consider bit-plane slicing, but the

former goes through all the steps aforementioned, while the latter does not as

deep learning approaches compute their own features.

2.1. Char sample preparation and image acquisition

Coals from three Colombian regions —Valle, Antioquia and Cundinamarca—125

were used to generate char particles in a drop tube furnace (see Fig. 2), in a

similar way to the reported in [13, 7, 30, 2]. The furnace was fed with coals

of particle size of −75µm and a nitrogen-oxygen mixture. Oxygen, 1%v/v,

was used for facilitating tar oxidation and avoiding condensation. We set coal

particle residence times, in the furnace, at 100ms, 200ms, 300ms with 800◦C,130

900◦C, 1000◦C using 104◦C/s heating velocity. Parameters were set taking

into account that (i) a system should be provided with different coals under

assorted conditions to be robust and generalise well and (ii) settings should agree

with average operating conditions used in industrial pulverised coal combustion

plants.135

Once chars were generated, the standard procedure to form char-blocks was

followed [13, 7, 2]. First, char-blocks were created by mixing char samples,

resin and liquid hardener. Second, each char-block surface was polished with

fine polishing clothes using suspensions of alumina 0.5, 0.3 and 0.05 microns.

Finally, a set of 120 digital images of 1600×1200 pixels were taken with a camera140

coupled to a metallographic microscope and 50X magnification lens, each image

contained ten char particles in average (see Fig. 3). Individual particles were

cropped from the captured images and manually labelled by experts in order to
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evaluate the performance of the automatic system.

2.2. Preprocessing145

Preprocessing comprises two steps: background removal and data prepara-

tion. The former step involves removing char-block resin which is meaningless

for our research. The background is identified and removed by applying a thresh-

old method, called the Triangle method [31]. This method assumes a bimodal

histogram of the grey levels of images, which char images satisfy, as shown in150

Figure 4. Two peaks can be observed in the histogram, the most prominent peak

corresponds to the background pixels, and the smallest peak corresponds to the

particle pixels. Briefly, the Triangle method draws a line between the maximum

value of the histogram and the lowest value larger than zero. The threshold

is set to the value that maximises the distance between the histogram and the155

line. The value of the threshold depends on the content of the image and is

different and automatically calculated for each analysed image (see Fig. 4). All

the intensities above the obtained threshold are considered as background and

those pixel values set to zero. The latter step consists of extracting bit-planes

using the slicing method [26]. As each grey intensity value is represented by160

eight bits, an image can be seen as a stack of eight one-bit plane slices or binary

images, ranging from bit-plane slice zero for the least significant bit to bit-plane

slice seven for the most significant bit (see Fig. 5). This approach highlights

the contribution made to char image appearance by specific bits. Therefore, the

lower order slices contribute more to fine (often imperceptible) visual details165

of char particles while the higher order slices contain a significant amount of

relevant information.

2.3. Feature extraction

Global and local features are used to describe the image content and the eight

composing slices. Global ones correspond to nine morphological features based170

on ICCP criteria [19]: area, devolatilised material, undevolatilised material,
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number of pores, porosity, sphericity and wall thickness, described in Table 2.

Feature vectors are normalised to avoid using different scales.

Local features —LBP, CLOSIB, HOG, SIFT— highlight visual patterns or

texture information which are relevant to distinguish chars groups. LBP [22]175

searches for binary texture patterns at each pixel considering a circular re-

gion. The LBP was computed using a radius of three and considering eight

neighbours. HMCLOSIB [23] calculates statistical information of the gradient

magnitude of image pixels considering a circular region at different scales. The

HMCLOSIB was computed considering 16 neighbours with radii of 2, 3 and180

4, and statistical measures of order 1 and 2. HOG [24] creates histograms by

counting the frequency of gradient angles in an image. HOG was calculated

considering eight angles. SIFT [25] computes a histogram of the gradient ori-

entation, in a small image patch. We use a Bag-of-Words (BoW) strategy to

represent SIFT features, as a histogram of visual codeword occurrences that185

represent an image. BoW can be summarised in three stages [32, 33, 19]: (i)

Regions of 16×16 pixels over the image are used to represent the image as a set

of feature vectors, in our case, using SIFT. (ii) Each feature vector is mapped to

a certain codeword through a clustering process by K-Means algorithm. We set

the number of codewords to 2000. (iii) The image is represented by calculating190

aggregated statistics of codewords, i.e. pooling. The pooling was done by ap-

plying Locally-Constrain Linear (LLC) [34] method with parameters L = {0, 1}.

All parameters were experimentally obtained.

Finally, the feature vector of an image is formed by concatenating the consid-

ered global and local feature vectors, as explained above. Different combinations195

of feature vectors were tested, as shown in Section 4.

2.4. Char classification

Image classification is performed using two techniques, in Fig. 6: SVM [35]

and deep learning [36] —in particular, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN).

The aim is to generate a model that predicts the char morphology group —low,200

medium or high reactivity.
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2.4.1. SVM

SVM is a supervised training algorithm that learns a classification model

from a set of feature vectors —training data— by choosing the best hyperplane

that categorises new examples —in our work, char particle images. A good205

separation among classes —char morphology groups— is achieved by the hy-

perplane that has the largest distance to the nearest training data points of any

class, see Fig. 6a. A regularisation parameter C controls the tradeoff between

maximising the margin distance and minimising the training error. Based on

several experiments, the parameter C = 5 led to the best result.210

2.4.2. CNN

Hand-crafted features —e.g. global and local descriptors— may have a

limited modelling and representational power to analyse complex natural im-

ages [37]. Instead, deep learning methods learn directly from the data at dif-

ferent levels of abstractions. CNN, an outstanding branch of deep learning215

applications to visual purposes, has shown record-shattering performances in a

variety of computer vision problems, such as visual object recognition, detection

and segmentation [38, 39, 40, 41]. The deeper the network, the more intricate

structures it can understand. This hierarchy of abstraction is reached by stack-

ing layers of “simple” functional modules [36]. From a visual point of view, the220

initial layers help in identifying low-level characteristics —e.g. points, edges,

corners— while last layers contain more selective and semantic appreciations

of the data —e.g. specific arrangements of the low-level features forming pat-

terns or shapes— [42], see Fig. 6b. Similar to traditional approaches, features

are extracted —using a set of filters present in convolutional layers— and then225

mined —through fully connected layers— to predict a suitable class for a given

input image. It is important to remark that although the number of publica-

tions using CNN strategies has been increasing and the architectures getting

more sophisticated in recent years, this is the first work using these tools for

analysing char images to the best of the knowledge of the authors.230

In practice, few CNN models are trained from scratch, since they require
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a significant amount of annotated data —which is scarce in most domains.

Instead, transfer learning is used to adapt models trained on large datasets to a

specified application. The main idea is to take advantage of well- and pre-trained

networks by preparing them to work on a new domain. This choice presents two235

main advantages: (i) training takes less time in comparison to networks built

from scratch, and (ii) deep architectures can be trained in small datasets. A

conventional approach consists of using convolutional layers as feature extractors

and modifying fully connected layers to fit the new problem. Naturally, the

primary assumption is that the features calculated at training stage also describe240

image content on the new domain. In this work, two well-known proposals,

VGG16 [43] and ResNet [39], were fine-tuned to classify char morphology groups.

These networks have been selected since (i) they have achieved top performances

in visual challenges, and (ii) their weights after training on massive collections

of natural images are publicly available.245

2.5. Coal characterisation

Characterisation of char particles is done using three reactivity levels: high,

medium and low. A coal sample reactivity is inferred based on the relative

frequencies of appearance of the three char groups. Finally, the char group with

the highest rate indicates the reactivity of the coal sample.250

3. Experimental Setup

We collected a dataset of 3661 char particle images as explained in Section 2.1

—where 1148, 1064 and 1448 images correspond to high, medium and low re-

active groups, respectively. A random subset, 80% of the images, was used

for training models; the rest was used for testing purposes. All images were255

manually labelled, i.e. assigned to one of the three char morphology groups, by

experts. The labels of the training set were used to learn models whereas the

ones of the test set were only used to evaluate the performance of the models

on new images.
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SVM classifiers were trained using 5-fold cross-validation. In this strategy,260

the training dataset was randomly split into five subsets of equal size, one sub-

set was used for evaluation and the remaining ones for training the classifier.

This process was repeated five times (the folds), i.e. each subset was used for

evaluation. The classifier obtaining the highest accuracy measure during the

cross-validation was selected for testing. In this work, we defined the accuracy265

measure as the percentage of particles correctly classified [44]. The accuracy

values calculated for the test set are reported in Section 4.

The pre-trained VGG16 and ResNet models were adapted to the char domain

using transfer learning. Both networks were trained at most for 50 epochs —

i.e. the number of times the network sees the entire training dataset. The270

initial training set was randomly split into training and validation, 80% and

20% of the whole set respectively. While the former collection was used to

fine-tune the network, the latter was used to monitor overfitting. In our case,

the process was repeated until no improvement between consecutive epochs was

observed. The model that obtained the highest accuracy on the validation set275

was kept and used for testing. Additionally, since results with original data

were significantly low, data was augmented using Euclidean transformations

(e.g. rotations, translations, scaling). All the deep learning experiments were

run on a GNU/Linux machine box running Ubuntu 16.04, with 128GB RAM.

CNN training and testing were carried out using a single GeForce GTX 1080280

GPU (NVIDIA Corp., United States) with 12GB RAM.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. SVM Results

We compared labels obtained automatically vs manually to calculate the

accuracy. Table 3 presents the accuracy results using SVM classifiers trained285

with individual features —Global, LBP, HMCLOSIB, HOG and SIFT— for char

images and their eight bit-plane slices. As it can be observed from the reported
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values, char slice images exhibit similar accuracy values in comparison to char

images, in all cases.

Accuracy obtained by concatenating feature vectors on slice images are pre-290

sented in Table 4. For each case, we show the difference between the accuracy

with the baseline feature —i.e. feature vector extracted on the original char

image— and the accuracy after concatenating feature vectors. Also, the perfor-

mance of two classifiers using the relative change in accuracy is analysed. Given

the accuracy values of two classifiers, A and B, the relative change in accuracy is295

defined as RCA = ((A−B)/B)100 —where a classifier A is trained with a set of

proposed features, and a classifier B is trained with the baseline features. Pos-

itive values of RCA mean that A outperforms B. The higher the improvement

in accuracy using proposed features, the better the out-performance of A com-

pared to B. As it can be seen, feature concatenation led to accuracy improve-300

ment between 0.60% and 21.01%. The combination of global feature vectors

calculated on slice images number 8 and 4 yielded an accuracy of 91.94%, but

the improvement was minimal —0.60%. On the other hand, the concatenation

of HMCLOSIB feature vectors computed on slices number 8, 4 and 1 exhib-

ited an accuracy of 78.69% and obtained the maximum accuracy improvement305

—21.01%. These results may imply that merging information extracted from

different slices helped in achieving a more detailed and meaningful description

of char particles than standard char images.

We concatenated vectors of different features to find the best set of features

to describe the char morphology groups. We found out that the best results310

were achieved by fusing the global feature vector calculated on the char image,

global feature vectors extracted from slice images number 8 and 4, and also

HMCLOSIB feature vectors obtained from slice images number 3 and 8. This

classifier yielded an accuracy of 93.98%, an improvement of 2.83% compared to

its baseline.315

The analysis of one char particle took around 0.20 seconds using the baseline

feature and an average of 0.70 seconds using the proposed concatenation of fea-

ture vectors, i.e. Global (Char image), Global (Slice 8, Slice 4) and HMCLOSIB
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(Slice 3, Slice 8). The latter processing time corresponds to an increase of 3.6

times in comparison to the processing time of the Global (Char image) classifier.320

Besides, it should be noted that manual analysis requires in average between 7

and 37 seconds per char image depending on the operator’s expertise [6]. Our

method took less than one second to evaluate every char image. The processing

time of the automatic classification of a char image was computed for the testing

set —732 char images— using a laptop with a processor Intel Core i7 and 4GB325

of RAM.

4.2. Deep Learning Results

Table 5 presents the accuracy using deep learning models for the char images

and their eight bit-plane slices. In this case, each slice image was replicated to

obtain three channels that were passed to the network. Similarly to SVM, the330

use of bit-plane slices improved the results obtained when only the original char

image was used.

Results of CNNs combining slice images to obtain a richer and more distinct

representation of the char particles are shown in Table 6. Additionally, the

difference of the accuracy and RCA between the performances of the baseline335

network —i.e. network built using the original char image— and the network

using the combination of image slices is outlined. It is important to remark that

two combination strategies were analysed: late and early fusion. The former

consisted of merging predictions provided by networks trained on different im-

age slices through majority voting. The latter contemplated concatenating three340

different slices to form the input of a single network. Results of this second ap-

proach are reported in Table 6. An improvement between 1.17% and 4.58% was

observed using the concatenation of slice images instead of original char images.

ResNet exhibited the minimum improvement —1.17%— with a classification

accuracy of 82.92% using the image slices number 1, 2 and 8. VGG16 showed345

the maximum improvement —4.58%— with a classification accuracy of 84.15%

using the image slices number 1, 2 and 3. When combining results of different

networks, we found out that the best results were achieved by combining the
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networks ResNet (Slice 8), ResNet (Slice 1, Slice 2, Slice 8), VGG16 (Slice 1),

VGG16 (Slice 2) and VGG16 (Slice 1, Slice 2, Slice 3). This classification model350

yielded an accuracy of 86.34%, which means an improvement of 5.33% w.r.t.

ResNet(Char image). Nevertheless, the best classifier —accuracy of 93.98%—

is obtained using SVM algorithm by concatenating Global (Char image), Global

(Slice 8, Slice 4) and HMCLOSIB (Slice 3, Slice 8) feature vectors.

The training of each one of the networks took approximately 20 minutes.355

Once trained, models were able to produce classification results in less than

0.1 seconds. Majority voting was carried out offline (i.e. once the networks

were fine-tuned) and it took less than 0.1 seconds to process. As expected,

no particular variation regarding computational response was appreciated when

computing information from a single slice or three at a time.360

In general, classification models using deep learning approaches out-perform

traditional supervised learning ones, such as SVM, in natural and medical image

classification problems. But in this case, SVM models combining global and

local features showed better classification results. One reason might be that

the amount of annotated data available to tune the deep learning models is not365

enough to capture completely char image representation.

4.3. Results for Coal Characterisation

The ultimate aim of this work is to characterise the char during its com-

bustion; this is to create an automatic system that efficiently estimates the

percentage of char particles corresponding to each char morphology group in a370

sample of devolatilised coal by analysing a set of char particles. In this way,

we used the char classification model obtained previously —with SVM and the

concatenation of the feature vectors: Global (Char image), Global (Slice 8, Slice

4) and HMCLOSIB (Slice 3, Slice 8)— to analyse the reactivity of coal samples

of three Colombian regions —Valle, Antioquia and Cundinamarca— by classi-375

fying 500 char particles per coal sample [7] generated at 900◦C of temperate

and 200ms of residence time.

In Table 7, we present the percentage of char particles that are classified in
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each char morphology group, both manually by experts and automatically using

our proposal. Additionally, the percentage of char particles classified in the char380

morphology groups —high, medium and low reactivity— is computed. A non-

zero value of the difference between manually and automatically classifications

represents that these number of particles are miss-classified.

In particular, high reactive chars led to differences between 2.6% and −9.4%,

medium reactive chars presented differences between 6.4% and −9.2%, and low385

reactive chars yielded differences between 1.8% and 3.8%. Those differences

were caused by changes in image quality such as unfocused areas, as well as

complexity in char shapes. Medium reactive chars tend to be misclassified as

high or low reactive chars. However, the characterisation results were consis-

tent with the manually obtained results. The char morphology group with the390

highest rate identified by our proposal correspond to the same group defined

manually, in all cases. Recall that this char morphology group is commonly

used as an estimation of coal reactivity.

The proposed approach allows to successfully classify char particles accord-

ing to morphology and characterise coal sample reactivity in a fast and auto-395

matic way. In particular, coals from Cundinamarca produced char particles

which are more reactive than char particles obtained from Valle and Antioquia

coals.

5. Conclusion

Automatic systems can be built to characterise the morphology of chars gen-400

erated during pulverised coal combustion. In this paper, we proposed a system

to infer coal reactivity by classifying char particles into three char morphology

groups —high, medium, and low char reactive. Char classification models were

built using SVM and deep learning algorithms considering features obtained

from char images and the eight bit-plane slices composing them. In particular,405

SVM models trained with global and local features allowed distinguishing better

char particles into the char groups in comparison to models built using transfer
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learning on CNNs.

The proposed char classification system was validated by experiments using

microscopy char images obtained from coals of three Colombia regions: Valle,410

Antioquia and Cundinamarca. Results showed that char image slices improved

the accuracy of SVM and deep learning classification models in comparison

to the classifiers built using only the original char image. Presumably, the

reason is that image slices highlight relevant information that allows a better

representation and classification of image content. Also, the proposed machine-415

vision approach is more than seven times faster than the traditional manual

method and independent of the operator expertise.

The proposed approach is capable of estimating the coal reactivity of coal

samples of the three Colombian regions by classifying 500 char particles per

coal sample with small differences with respect to the char morphology groups420

manually defined. In particular, it was observed that coals from Cundinamarca

produced char particles which were more reactive than char particles obtained

from Valle and Antioquia coals. These results were consistent with manual

analysis. Thus, we can say that our proposal can be used to characterise the

reactivity of coal samples, with a precision similar to the obtained manually,425

but with the advantages of an automatic system that analyses char particles.
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Figures

Figure 1: Stages of the proposed char characterisation system. a) Acquisition of input char

images from a char-block. b) Image preprocessing by removing the background (char-block

resin) and calculating bit-plane image slice. c) Feature extraction of global and local features to

describe the particles and generate a feature vector. d) Particle classification using supervised

learning into high, medium or low reactive morphology groups. e) Coal characterisation by

calculating the percentages of particles that belong to each char morphology group. In this

example, the coal is characterised as high reactive.

Figure 2: Laboratory equipment used to simulate coal devolatilisation and generate char

particles.

Figure 3: Image acquisition process. In d) resin is seen as quite uniform grey background and

chars are seen as white or grey particles.

Figure 4: Background removal of a char particle image using the Triangle method. For this

specific char image sample, t = 111.

Figure 5: Illustration of bit-plane slicing decomposition of a char particle image.

Figure 6: High level illustration of the classification algorithms. a) SVM. b) Deep learning

network.
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Tables

Table 1: Description of char types in the ICCP classification and char groups considered in

this work.

Char type Char image Description Char morphology group

Tenuisphere, TS

Shape appears spherical with angular roundness. Poros-

ity rate is above 80%, majority of wall thickness mea-

sures 3µm or less. Fuse material presence is larger than

75%.

High Reactive

Crassisphere, CS

Shape appears spherical with angular roundness. Poros-

ity rate is above 60%, majority of wall thickness mea-

sures 3µm or less. Fuse material presence is larger than

75%.

Tenuinetwork, TN

Internal structure appears like a network. Porosity rate

is above 70%, majority of wall thickness measures 3µm

or more. Fuse material presence is higher than 75%.

Crassinetwork, CN

Internal structure appears like a network. Porosity rate

between 40− 70%, majority of wall thickness measures

3µm or less. Fuse material presence is higher than 75%.

Mixed Porous, MP
Unfused material rate within 25 − 75%. Porosity pro-

portion above 60%.

Medium Reactive

Mixed Dense, MD
Unfused material rate within 25 − 75%. Porosity pro-

portion within 40− 60%.

Inertoid, I

Dense. Porosity rate within 5 − 40%. majority of wall

thickness measures 3µm or less. Presence of both fused

and unfused material. Low Reactive

Solid, S
Solid appearance. Porosity rate less than 5%. Unfuse

material presence is higher than 75%.

Mineroid Particle with predominant inorganic matter. —
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Table 2: Description of morphological global features.

Global feature Illustration Description

Area
Total number of white pixels on the binary image obtained

after thresholding.

Devolatilised mate-

rial

Grey intensities in char images with values between 160 and

255 approximately.

Undevolatilised

material

Grey intensities in char images with values between 130 and

160 approximate.

Number of pores Count of identified voids (pores) of a particle.

Porosity Ratio between pore and particle areas.

Sphericity
Ratio between the minimum and the maximum Feret di-

ameter of the particle.

Wall thickness

Line transects are used for calculating wall thickness. The

first, second and third quartile of wall thickness distribution

are computed

.

Table 3: Accuracy values of SVM models trained with Global, LBP, HMCLOSIB, HOG and

SIFT features calculated with original images and their eight slices. The best accuracy values

are highlighted in bold.

Feature
Char Image slice

image 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Global 91,39 75,00 78,55 78,68 76,36 71,72 68,44 62,02 91,12

LBP 78,96 77,04 76,36 76,91 73,90 68,85 67,75 64,89 79,09

HMCLOSIB 65,02 75,95 74,31 75,13 70,35 62,02 61,06 58,60 67,75

HOG 60,79 63,25 64,75 63,93 61,20 59,97 61,88 61,61 62,29

SIFT, L = 0 80,46 76,50 72,13 73,08 74,04 67,62 66,66 63,79 79,50

SIFT, L = 1 83,74 83,06 79,64 79,50 79,78 76,91 74,45 68,98 83,06
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Table 4: Accuracy values obtained with SVM classifiers using concatenations of features

extracted from original and bit-plane slice images. The two last columns indicate the difference

and improvement between the proposed features and the baseline features, respectively. Higher

positive values mean a better performance. The best accuracy value in each case is presented

in bold.

Feature (considered images) Accuracy Diff vs Baseline feature RCA

Global (Char image) —Baseline— 91.39 — —

Global (Slice 8) 91.12 -0.27 -0.30

Global (Slice 8, Slice 3) 92.35 0.96 1.06

Global (Slice 8, Slice 4) 91.94 0.55 0.60

Global (Slice 8, Slice 4, Slice 3, Slice 1) 92.49 1.09 1.20

HMCLOSIB (Char image) —Baseline— 65.03 — —

HMCLOSIB (Slice 1) 75.96 10.93 16.81

HMCLOSIB (Slice 8, Slice 1) 77.46 12.43 19.12

HMCLOSIB (Slice 8, Slice 3) 76.78 11.75 18.07

HMCLOSIB (Slice 8, Slice 4, Slice 1) 78.69 13.66 21.01

LBP (Char image) —Baseline— 78.96 — —

LBP (Slice 8) 79.10 0.14 0.17

LBP (Slice 8, Slice 3) 80.19 1.23 1.56

LBP (Slice 8, Slice 4) 80.33 1.37 1.73

LBP (Slice 8, Slice 4, Slice 3) 80.74 1.78 2.23

HOG (Char image) —Baseline— 60.79 — —

HOG (Slice 2) 64.75 03.96 6.52

HOG (Slice 3, Slice 2) 63.25 2.46 4.04

HOG (Slice 6, Slice 2) 63.52 2.73 4.49

HOG (Slice 6, Slice 2, Slice 1) 62.02 01.23 2.02

SIFT, L = 0 (Char image) —Baseline— 80.46 — —

SIFT, L = 0 (Slice 8) 79.51 -0.96 -1.19

SIFT, L = 0 (Slice 8, Slice 1) 82.38 1.91 2.38

SIFT, L = 0 (Slice 8, Slice 4) 81.28 0.82 1.02

SIFT, L = 0 (Slice 8, Slice 2, Slice 1) 81.97 1.50 1.87

SIFT, L = 1 (Char image) —Baseline— 83.74 — —

SIFT, L = 1 (Slice 8) 83.06 -0.68 -0.82

SIFT, L = 1 (Slice 8, Slice 4) 84.84 1.09 1.30

SIFT, L = 1 (Slice 3, Slice 1) 84.56 0.82 0.98

SIFT, L = 1 (Slice 8, Slice 4, Slice 1) 85.52 1.78 2.12

[Global(Char image), Global (Slice 8, Slice 4), HM-

CLOSIB (Slice 3, Slice 8)]

93.98 — —
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Table 5: Accuracy results obtained with deep learning models using original images and their

eight slices. The best accuracy values are highlighted in bold.

Network archi-

tecture

Char Image slice

image 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

VGG16 81.96 82.37 81.96 81.55 80.87 74.72 77.18 72.95 82.92

ResNet 80.46 83.06 82.10 81.01 77.73 79.50 73.63 73.63 81.42

Table 6: Accuracy values obtained with deep learning classifiers using feature combinations

from original images and eight slices. The two last columns indicate the difference and im-

provement between the proposed features and the baseline features, respectively. Higher

positive values mean a better performance. The best accuracy value in each case is presented

in bold.

Network architecture (Images used) Accuracy Diff vs Baseline network RCA

VGG16 (Char image) —Baseline— 80.46 — —

VGG16 (Slice 2) 83.61 3.14 3.90

VGG16 (Slice 1, Slice 2, Slice 3) 84.15 3.69 4.58

ResNet (Char image) —Baseline— 81.97 — —

ResNet (Slice 8) 82.92 0.96 1.17

ResNet (Slice 1, Slice 2, Slice 8) 82.92 0.96 1.17

[ResNet (Slice 8), ResNet (Slice 1, Slice 2, Slice 8), VGG16

(Slice 1, Slice 2, Slice 3), VGG16 (Slice 1), VGG16 (Slice 2)]

86.34 — —

Table 7: Percentages of char particles per morphological group using manual and automatic

classification. Diff vs Manual column indicates the difference between the automatically and

the manual classification, as an error estimation. The closer the values to zero, the lower the

classification error.

Char morphology
Coal from Valle Coal from Antioquia Coal from Cundinamarca

Manual Automatic Diff vs Manual Manual Automatic Diff vs Manual Manual Automatic Diff vs Manual

High reactivity 52.80 58.20 5.40 27.00 29.60 2.60 63.00 53.60 -9.40

Medium reactivity 16.00 6.80 -9.20 41.00 36.60 -4.40 20.00 26.40 6.4

Low reactivity 31.20 35.00 3.80 32.00 33.80 1.80 17.00 20.00 3.00
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